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Is he a half-mad court jester or a brilliant spy for the king?

Lady Julianna knows this much for certain: He is no fool when it comes to the art of seduction.

Nicholas Strangefellow is a scoundrel prized by King Henry himself--a court jester. Now sent to the wedding
of the Earl of Fordham to entertain, but secretly under orders from the King to bring back a legendary
chalice, Nicholas is a man on a mission that could easily be bollixed. Suddenly the chances of bollixing
increase merrily when he meets irresistible Julianna, the widowed daughter of the bride-to-be.

After a loveless arranged marriage, Julianna plans to join a convent. Yet she finds herself in wickedly
provocative conversation with, of all men, the king's mocking, ribald "wedding present" to the Earl.
Nicholas--the jester, the fool, and a mere commoner, who immediately decides to seduce her while procuring
the chalice for King Henry.

What follows is a rollicking comedy, an intrigue spiced with villains and danger, but most of all, a tender and
sexy romance. Nicholas is hardly the husband a noblewoman should choose, and when he's faced with a
choice between desire and betrayal, or loyalty to King and a comfortable life, he'll have to confront the
shocking truth. That he's become a fool for love.
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From reader reviews:

Kurt Rose:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be revise about what going on or information even
knowledge to make all of them keep up with the era that is always change and advance. Some of you maybe
will update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to anyone
is you don't know which one you should start with. This Lady Fortune is our recommendation to help you
keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Jose Higham:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world could share their
idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their very own reader with their
story as well as their experience. Not only the story that share in the guides. But also they write about the
ability about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
kids, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their skill
in writing, they also doing some study before they write on their book. One of them is this Lady Fortune.

Taylor Becker:

Typically the book Lady Fortune has a lot details on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
advantage. The book was written by the very famous author. This articles author makes some research ahead
of write this book. This kind of book very easy to read you can find the point easily after scanning this book.

Irene Robertson:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library or
even make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart and
soul or real their interest. They just do what the educator want, like asked to the library. They go to right now
there but nothing reading critically. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring along with can't
see colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important for yourself. As we
know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, ways to
reach Chinese's country. Therefore , this Lady Fortune can make you feel more interested to read.
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